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Toy story woody doll andy

By Toy Story Fanatic Devo Recently, it was my birthday. I like birthdays. Birthdays mean the gifts and gifts I want and what I want, means I often get Toy Story merchandise. Two ends of my (current) collection-original (well played) from 1995 on the left and the signature collection (original release 2013) on the right. This
year I was finally able to get a Toy Story Signature Collection Woody doll. This game was built using Pixar's own computer information about the character and comes with over 50 words in both the response to your voice and pulling the pull string. It's super cool and it's cool to see my original release with Woody and this
deluxe version together. Since then I've explored other versions of the character and I was surprised by some interesting things I found, and how expensive the Toy Story collection can be. so I present to you: Top 5 Most Expensive Woody Dolls! As far as I can tell, these are the most consistently expensive toys on the
market in this category. Put on your seat belts. This list goes crazy and there are some super cool and creative ideas here. S.S. a lot of these toys are exclusive to Japan and I imagine they are much easier to find than you can read japanese. The 4-foot-long ad-tos It only appeared in Canada to select stores in 1994, the
year before the movie was released, mostly to use promotional material for the movie and its merchandise. The toy was built by Thinkway, which still holds the thel license for Toy Story, and was essentially an magnified-up version of its 16-inch doll to come out that next year. You can't get it because it was a very limited
release and the beat version (without a vest, boots or hat) was recently put on eBay for $155. as a new condition they can get up to about $500 even though it has been spotted to be as low as $200. Young Eppoch Woody Young epoch doll (right) compared to the signature collection (left). Note the difference in
dimensions, coloring, and used materials. image shown for promotion of use and was part of the discussion smashboards.com uploaded to Space Stranger. If Woody's Roundup was a real show, it would be released somewhere around 1953 and it's the idea for this toy. If Woody had really done in the 1950s, what would
he look like? That's what they gave us. Every choice of material, dimensions and build was made with the idea that it was toy from the '50s and it had to look at the part. This is an interesting idea and certainly a very cool version of the character. It's also part of a set of 4 that includes Pete Prospector, Spot, and Jessie, all
given similar treatments. Young Epoch is no stranger to doing such things. The company specializes in recreating new ideas into old forms and they are covered in many Disney products Time for old-style Winnie the Pooh teddy bears Mickey and Minnie tin winding cars. They actually have a lot of very cool stuff, but are
a Japanese-based company and are not well built in American marketing, you kind of have to dig a little bit to find your goods. The best I could recommend is to search eBay or Amazon.com stray items. The starting price for the black and white variant that I've seen is about $280 and the color one I've seen start at about
$500. The Young Epoch also produced an alternative to this leesis, which was a woodblock figure that would have been another period of accurate leisure activities. The D23 2015 Collectors edition of Woody This particular Woody Doll was an exclusive D23 convention in 2015 and was limited to 400. Led doesn't look
much like a character in a movie. Certain details like his vest and hat are a little different, so it seems to me that the significance of this particular toy is the fact that it came from D23, but it's still a cool piece of memorabilia for Toy Story 20. This toy is about $130 cheaply. Medicom Woody Action Figure I promise it won't
be a screenshot of the movie! This is a promotional image of Medicom for the room is derived from advertising for use by Rakuten Global Market collectors. In the world of toy collection, Medicom is almost second-to-none when it comes to action figures. Their figures are hyperrealistic and they are covered in the
characteristics of the Harry Potter justice league Indiana Jones and they are taking on new projects all the time. They also made some figures for Toy Story 3 and specifically, they did sheriff Woody Action Drawing. Although the pull string doesn't work, this room is certainly as close to the dimensions of the film as anyone
has got. He stands 16 inches tall, has a pair of hand switches, a couple of unique face switches with outs and several ball joints on his hands, hands, neck, legs, and eyes to provide an almost unlimited range of movement. it's impressive and it's better to have a cheap ending with this toy at almost $400 plus about $30
for international shipping in the U.S.!  Part of the reason that this figure is so expensive is that it has since been completed by Medicom and the only places to find it online are from 3rd party retailers (the cheapest price I found was from Rakuten Global Market) and other collectors. Woody By Steif Most Expensive list.
The most expensive materials were used and produced in a room that really stretches the concept of toy. The promotional image used by Disney This special edition of Toy was released recently and boasts such descriptions as head and hands carved solid block vinyl (they say it's a unique process, but I don't know
enough to confirm that), Pewter belt buckle and badge, gold jewel holster, bronze spurs, spin, hand stitching, leather belt and boots it is limited to 113 total pieces (referring to the A113 Easter egg, popular for Pixar movies). This man is yours for less than $2,000. It is recommended that if you go through this levi that you
go through the official Disney store instead of other sites are full of scalpels (people who buy limited edition items and sell them at a heavy markup right after). The thing is, I can't get behind it. It looks like... Fuzzy?... and the lack of structure of the hat bothers me a lot. Plus, on the Disney Store website, there's a nice little
note out there saying that this toy is not a play, but an adult collection. Now I like to collect as much as the next guy, (I mean, look at this stuff! Isn't it clean?) But I still like to play with my toys. So I think you can go and take advantage of it. I don't want that. And there you are. Things you can't get into Sheriff Woody's
edition. So here's the question. What's too much for this steam? Are you lucky to have them? Be sure to show us the reviews, give this article to a friend who loves Toy Story and expensive things, have a great day and remember to keep wanting characters. Be sure to share this article with a friend who loves Toy Story
and collect things! The fictional toy cowboy character in Disney and Pixar's Toy Story franchise in this article lacks a description of the real world process of creation and describes the work or element of fiction primarily universe style. Please help write this to explain fiction more clearly and offer a non-fictional
perspective. (September 2020) (See how and when to remove this template message) Sheriff WoodyToy Story characterFirst appearance Ley Story (1995)The Last Look of AnLamp Life (2020)Voiced by Tom Hanks (movies, Toy Story Toons, TV specials, commercials) Jim Hanks (Toy Story Treats, Buzz Lightyear of
Star Command: Adventure Begins, Lamp Life, Video Games, Merchandise, Attractions) In-Universe InformationSpeciesCowboy Sheriff Toy BullString DollGenderMaleSignLed Sheriff Leader of Andy Room Second Command of Bonnie's Occupation RoomSheriffToySignificant otherBo (Toy Story 1 , 2 and 4) Sheriff
Woody Pride [1] is the protagonist of the Toy Story franchise created by Pixar. He is a pullstring cowboy rag doll and one of two executives (with Buzz Lightyear) is a toy movie. His facial features are based on Tone Thyne, a former Disney animator. [2] He is voiced by Tom Hanks in feature films and short films, and
Tom's brother Jim Hanks in video games and merchandise. Since his debut, Woody has remained one of the most famous and beloved movie characters of all time. The character's arc, personality, as well as Tom Hanks' voice performance have been the subject of universal recognition. Appearances by Tom Hanks
(2019), Woody's primary voice actor Toy Story Toy Story, Woody's toy with his owner Andy Davis and is the leader of toys in Andy's room. However, his position is under threat from the arrival of Buzz Lightyear, an astronaut action figure that Andy receives as a birthday present. Buzz is convinced that he is an actual
Space Ranger, and other toys quickly come to the likes of him more than Woody. Annoyed and jealous, Woody tries to knock Buzz at the table, hoping to preserve his status as Andy's favorite toy; Buzz instead falls out of the open window and other toys accuse Woody of getting rid of Buzz on purpose. Although it was
just an accident, toys didn't believe Woody and become antagonistic towards him. Woody and Buzz eventually wind up in the house of Andy's malevolent neighbor Sid Phillips, who likes to destroy toys for fun after a fight separates them from Andy's gas station and gets them photographed by Sid at Pizza Planet. Buzz
becomes depressed after realizing that he's an action figure, but Woody cheers him on explaining how happy he makes Andy. They work together and eventually reunite with Andy when he and his family move into a new house. Woody is re-adopted by other toys and forms a friendship with Buzz Lightyear. Woody's
romantic interest in the movie is Bo Peep. Toy Story 2 In Toy Story 2, Woody is a stolen toy collector named Al McWhiggin, who spots Woody at a family yard sale while Woody tries to save another toy from being sold. At Al's apartment, Woody discovers his past and legacy as the star of the 1950s Western children's
show titled Woody's Roundup, which also starred Stinky Pete Prospector, cowgirl Jessie and Woody's Horse Dot. Woody learns that he and other Roundup toys will be sent to Japan to display at the Toy Museum, which will only accept the collection when Woody is there. The searcher wasn't sold until Al found him, so
he'd never experienced the love of a child. Prospector is intent on ensuring that Roundup toys get into the museum; He's going to convince Woody to go to Japan and forget about Andy. Buzz and some toys from the first movie arrive to save Woody, who changes his mind and decides to return home. However,
Prospector prevents Woody from leaving the apartment, eventually leading to a confrontation at the airport, where Prospector's plan is thwarted. Woody, Buzz and other toys return to Andy's house, bringing Jessie and Bullseye with them. Toy Story 3 In Toy Story 3, Andy is now 17 years old, and is preparing to leave for



college. If Andy's other toys mistakenly believe they were thrown out as garbage, they'll decide to donate at Sunnyside Kindergarten. When the others decide to stay, Woody tries to return to Andy, but instead finds and takes home a little girl named Bonnie who goes to Sunnyside. In Bonnie's house, she becomes friends
with her toys, who are terrified that she came from Sunnyside and tells her the true nature of day care. Woody returns to the nursery where Andy's toys are imprisoned by daycare toys' bitter leader, Lotso. Woody collects Andy's other toys and helps them escape, but during a confrontation with Lotso, they end up inside
the trash can and are taken to a landfill. Andy's toys finally escape and return to his house. Woody arranges to donate toys to Bonnie's house to enjoy life with the new owner. Andy describes Bonnie's way he looks at his old toys and tells her that Woody has been my friend for as long as I can remember, then says that
Woody is his favorite toy because he's loyal and never gives up on anyone that makes Woody so special. Toy Story 4 In Toy Story 4, Woody is not played as much as he used to, unlike any other toys. Later, Bonnie creates a new levi, Forky, who believes she is trash because her body consists mainly of disposable pork.
Woody repeatedly tries to keep Forky from removing himself, and in one case, the two become separated from Bonnie and other toys while on vacation. In an effort to reunite Bonnie, Woody teaches Forky the joys and responsibilities of being toy. Woody later met Bo Peep, who has lived on his own for years without his
owner, after Andy's mother sold it nine years earlier. Woody and Bo later team up to save Forky from a doll named Gabby Gabby, who wants Woody's voice in the box in exchange for Forky's release. Woody and Bo have an argument after their rescue plan fails. Woody then agrees to give up his voice in the box, after
realizing Gabby Gabby has lived a life of unwanted support due to her own faulty voice box. Woody and Bo later reconciled and decided to stay together, after Buzz assures Woody that Bonnie can cope without him. After saying goodbye to their friends, Woody and Bo go to help lost toys find new owners. Other
appearances by Woody made cameo outtakes in Pixar's 1998 film Bug's Life as a crew member, clapping backwards clapping on the square of the clapperboard. Then he appeared in Andy's room in a series of Buzz Lightyear of Star Command: Adventure begins, where he was voiced by Jim Hanks (Tom Hanks's
brother) and Andy's room in the intro Buzz Lightyear of Star Command television series as a cameo. He later appeared in pixar's 2006 film The New York Th. He also appeared in theatrical shorts hawaiian vacation, Small Fry and Partysaurus Rex, released from 2011 to 2012. He also appears in television specials Toy
Story of Terror! (2013) and Toy Story That Time Lost (2014). Woody (voice of Tom Hanks) has appeared and appear in the 68th, 72th and 72th. Woody also appeared in the 2007 film Meet the Robinsons with Jessie and Bullseye. Woody and Buzz appear in the piñatas of Pixar's 2017 film Coco. He also performs at
various Disney media including disney infinity series, Lego Incredibles and Kingdom Hearts III. Includes a person article on Woody's metable character at Disney Parks and Resorts, and can be found with Jessie and Bullseye in Frontierland. Features Woody is a passionate man who throws himself into every action. As
soon as he's an instinctive thought like I have to help them, or I have to run away, he does it with 100 percent dedication. You have to love it with everyone. What's great is that I get credit for how character and humor come off. I have kids who are now in college coming up to me and saying, If you said that neighbor boy
play nice, it really meant a lot to me. Woody's an old-fashioned floppy-string cowboy doll. The voice-box that is activated by the pullstring says a lot of simple phrases like Reach the Sky!, You're My Favorite Deputy!, There's a snake in my boot!, and Someone Poisoned the Waterhole!. As mentioned in Toy Story 2, his
construction includes an original hand-painted face, a natural painted blanket sewn into a vest, and a hand-sewn poly-vinyl hat. Woody wears an empty holster under his belt. She's Andy's favorite toy since kindergarten, having a special place in bed, and is a leader and brain toy in Andy's room. In Toy Story 2, it turned
out that he played the protagonist of the popular 1950s TV show, Woody's Roundup. When Al trades with Andy's mother in an attempt to take Woody, Andy's mother refuses, saying Woody is an old family tone. Prospector also directly and disparagingly refers to him as a hand-me-down cowboy doll later in the movie.
Toy Story director John Lasseter said we always thought that Woody was such a hand-me-down andy to his father. Woody is voiced in the films by Tom Hanks and his brother Jim Hanks on other occasions. In the movies, Woody makes friendships with Buzz and Jessie. While Woody and Buzz initially have disliked each
other, they end up getting friends as the first film progresses. Woody and Jessie sometimes argue with each other, but remain close friends. In mock outtakes of Toy Story 2, Woody is shown to have a more mischievous side toward Buzz, pulling pranks including hiding in a Buzz Lightyear cardboard box to make face
Buzz walks past hundreds of Buzz Lightyear toys on the shelves, pulling Buzz's helmet, and using Buzz's wings for advertising space rent when they suddenly pop open at the end of the arena. Woody is named after Woody Strode, the character actor known for many roles in Western movies. [5] In 2009. [1] Unkrich
noted on his Twitter feed that Woody's real full name is Woody Pride, and has since within days of developing the original Toy Story. [6] Pullstring quotes Some of Woody's well-known pullstring quotes include Reach the Sky!, This Town Is Not Big Enough for Us Two!, You're My Favorite Deputy!, Someone Poisoned The
WaterHole!, and There's a Snake in My Boot!. This last phrase is an old reference to the alcoholic hallucination that was commonly used in the Wild West era; the concept is similar to seeing pink elephants, later euphemism from the beginning of the 20th century. [7] Due to the family-friendly approach of the franchise,
euphemism was dismissed as an inexplicable joke and Woody was never seen to be drunk. In Toy Story 3, a quote that wasn't used from the first movie, which was: I'd like to join my posse guys, but first I'm going to sing a little song, to hear when Woody is in Bonnie's room for the first time. The statement was originally
deleted from the scene of the first film set in Sid Philips' room. Relationships with other characters of Buzz Lightyear Buzz Lightyear are Woody's best friend throughout the franchise. In Toy Story, the two toy started as rivals Woody is jealous when Buzz replaces him with Andy's favorite toy and Buzz thinking he's a real
space ranger, despite Woody trying to convince him otherwise. Woody's jealousy accidentally makes him kick Buzz out of Andy's bedroom window. Woody is taken to Pizza Planet, where he is reunited with angry and vindictive Buzz - a fight between the two causing them to get separated from Andy's gas station and
caught by his evil neighbor Sid, who destroys toys, at Pizza Planet. Despite his rivalry, Woody tries to protect Buzz at all costs. Buzz soon realizes that he's toy and is too depressed to help Woody. However, Woody helps Buzz realize the joy he can bring to the child as a toy, making Buzz accept his true purpose and
match Woody. When Woody saves Buzz from Sid with the help of Sid toys, Buzz thanks Woody as the two shake hands, ending their tension and rivalry and their friendship begins. At the end of the film, Woody and Buzz help each other reunite with Andy and become best friends. In Toy Story 2, Buzz is terrified if
Woody is kidnapped. When realizing that Woody is Al's Toy Barn, Buzz comes to the aid of some of Andy's toys to help him save Woody, noting how Woody previously risked his life to save him. Throughout the trip, Buzz shows his loyalty to Woody by refusing to allow the rescue party to rest until Woody is back home. If
he does catch up with Woody, he is upset to hear that Woody would rather donate to a museum in Japan than return to Andy, who he is convinced will grow him. Buzz reluctantly allows Woody to go, but not without warning him that being in the museum would mean that he would never be loved again. Woody thinks hard
about Buzz's words and decides he can't abandon Andy, but he can't Buzz and the gang travel to the airport, where they successfully rescue Woody as well as Jessie and Bullseye. After a successful rescue mission, the toys return to Andy's house. Finally, Buzz asks if Woody is still worried about Andy. Woody has
agreed that Andy will grow out of her, but says he still has Buzz taking care of her. In Toy Story 3, Buzz and Woody are still best friends - they, like the rest of Andy's toys, haven't played in years. Buzz tries to convince the reluctant Woody to go to sunnyside nursery with the rest of the gang who believe that Andy was
going to throw them away - Woody, however, witnessed Andy trying to put them in the attic only to accidentally leave them thrown out by his mother. When Woody decides to leave kindergarten, he's upset that Buzz doesn't want to do the same to the point that he rejects Buzz's farewell handshake. Later, Woody returns
to Sunnyside after hearing his friends are in danger - he helps other toys reset Buzz, who was set in his demo mode and brainwashed by Lotso. Later, the toys land up in the dump, where Buzz is back to normal and released to see Woody back in the gang. When the toys reach the kiln, Woody and Buzz hold hands,
believing they are about to die. However, they are saved and when they return to Andy's house and Woody is about to be taken to college with Andy, Woody and Buzz on hand, sad to be parting ways. But Woody is himself and the gang donated to Bonnie - the girl from Sunnyside. Two friends have shown comforting
each other as they accept their new life. In Toy Story 4, Buzz has revealed that comfort woody when Bonnie is neglecting her during playtime. Later, toys are taken on a road trip, where Buzz offers to help Woody check over Forky, Bonnie's new toy spork, who believes he was made in a trash can. If Forky escapes,
Woody goes after him. Buzz uses his voice as a box of instructions - he believes it represents his conscience or the inner voice that Woody described to him. Buzz finds Woody and is shocked to find him by his old friend Bo Peep. Three games are working together to save Forky. If it fails, Buzz and Bo Peep will try to
convince Woody to return without Forky, but Woody persists if he refuses to leave his friends behind. When Forky returns to the gang without Woody, he tells Buzz that Woody wants to meet them at the carnival. At the carnival, Woody bo leaves Peep to return to Bonnie's. However, Buzz sees that Woody does so with
hesitation and finally shows his friendship with Woody by persuading him to stay with Bo. Before leaving, Woody and Buzz share a fraternal hug, knowing that they may never meet again. Jessie Woody and Jessie first met Toy Story 2 after Woody is kidnapped by Al McWhiggin who plans to send Woody, Jessie, Bullseye
and Stinky Pete to the museum in Japan. When Woody She's got an owner, and she wants to get back to him, Jessie's going to resent Woody. It finally became clear that Jessie was left in storage after being abandoned by her old owner - a story that convinces Woody not to return to Andy. However, when Buzz arrives
and convinces Woody to come home, Jessie is tempted especially when she hears that Andy is the younger sister. In the end, Jessie is happy that Woody brought her home to Andy. In Toy Story 3, Jessie constantly tries to convince Woody that their time with Andy is over. When the toys are taken to Sunnyside nursery,
Woody and Jessie disagree over this, the last belief that Andy doesn't want them. After Woody leaves, Jessie is shocked to learn that Andy doesn't really want them - when Woody returns to Sunnyside knowing his friends are in trouble, Jessie is overjoyed to see her again. If you're trying to escape, Jessie will be the first
to try and save Woody when he gets into the trash. When the toys survive and return to Andy, Jessie wishes Woody the best in college with Andy while Woody becomes worried about how Jessie copes with life in the attic. Woody is instead himself and the gang donated to Bonnie, much to Jessie's delight. In Toy Story 4,
Woody and Jessie don't communicate much, but she has shown to know her when she's neglected by Bonnie. When Woody goes to save Forky when Bonnie takes toys on a road trip, Jessie constantly worries about her and does everything she can to prevent Bonnie and her parents from leaving without her. Eventually,
Woody decides to stay with Bo Peep and shows his confidence in Jessie by giving his sheriff a badge for him, effectively making him the new manager of toys. Jessie in turn gives Woody a sibling-like hug before the two parts way. Bo Peep Bo Peep is Woody's love interest throughout the series. In Toy Story, he often
gets his attention by pulling him into his roo. When Buzz becomes Andy's new favorite toy, Bo Peep assures Woody that Andy still loves him. When Buzz was accidentally thrown out the window, Bo is terrified when other toys accuse Woody of trying to murder Buzz out of jealousy. Later, he becomes sad to hear that
Woody is also missing, still refusing to believe that he had deliberately hurt Buzz. However, when toys see Woody with Buzz's severed arm the next day (Buzz's arm fell to the ground when he tried to fly, but Woody used it to pretend to Be Buzz when he later refused to show himself), Bo loses faith in Woody. However,
he is sad to see how Andy misses Woody, showing he still somewhat believes he will not harm Buzz. His faith is confirmed when he sees Woody and Buzz trying to catch up with a moving van. By the end of the film, his romantic feelings for Woody are evident when he kisses her under mistletoe at Christmas. In Toy
Story 2, Bo continues to convince Woody that Andy cares about him comes close to kissing her while saying that she is sweet caring for Andy so much. He's upset when Woody's arm rips and he's placed on a shelf and heartbroken when he's kidnapped. When Buzz recruits on a mission to save Woody, Bo gives him a
kiss from Woody. At the end of the film, Bo will be happy when Woody is back home - the two continue their romantic relationship. Before Toy Story 3, Bo is given away. Woody is heartbroken about the obvious when his name is mentioned on the list of toys who are no longer in the gang and he reacts sadly. In Toy
Story 4, it turns out that Bo was sold nine years earlier after helping Woody, Buzz and Jessie save RC. Bo tries to convince Woody to come with him, but he refuses (though initially tempted) when he realizes Andy still needs him. During the film's main events, Woody and Bo will reunite at the carnival, where Bo travels
as a lost toy - the two of them are happy to see each other and still have romantic feelings in the harbour. After meeting Buzz, Bo helps Woody save Forky. But the plan fails - if Woody is still determined to save Forky, Bo is trying to talk him out of it. The argument almost causes two parts of the road in bad conditions.
But Bo understands that Woody's greatest quality has always been his refusal to leave his friends in danger, which makes him decide to go back to him. Finally, Woody and Bo are about to part ways again. However, in encouragement of Buzz, Woody realizes that he can't bare to leave his love again and decides to stay
with Bo and help lost toys find owners. Slinky Dog Throughout the series, Slinky is perhaps toy (aside from Buzz), who is the most loyal woody. In Toy Story, it is shown that Woody and Slinky enjoy playing checkers together. When Woody tries to convince other toys that Andy won't replace them, Slinky is the only one
who agrees with Woody, despite his own fear of being replaced. When Andy gets Buzz, Slinky becomes friendly with him, creating some jealousy of Woody (illustrated when Woody pushes Slinky out of bed when Buzz is petting him). When Woody accidentally kicks Buzz out the window, Slinky is one of the only toys to
believe that Woody didn't do it on purpose. When Woody goes missing, Slinky worries about his friend. The next day, Slinky tries to help Woody escape Sid's house, though eventually abandons that intent when he sees Woody holding Buzz's aborted arm, which may indicate that Woody had indeed damaged Buzz.
When Woody and Buzz escape on a moving day, Slinky's first show of guilt over not believing that Woody was telling the truth would not harm Buzz. Slinky tries to help Woody and Buzz onto the truck, but becomes overwhelmed and has revealed that he regrets not being able to help his friends. He will still be happy if
Woody and Buzz manage to make it home eventually. In Toy Story Slinky can find Woody's hat, for which Woody is grateful to him. Later, Slinky is devastated when Woody gets stolen and comes with Buzz on a rescue mission to bring Woody home. When the gang reaches Woody, Slinky is particularly devastated to
hear that Woody doesn't want to return to Andy and takes a last look at his old friend. However, Slinky later reveals the relief at the hearing as Woody wants to return home. In Toy Story 3, Slinky and the rest of the gang try to convince Woody to stay in kindergarten if they believe Andy has outgrown them. After
experiencing rough play time, Slinky has revealed that sadly doesn't listen to Woody and will be delighted when Woody returns to save them. Slinky is more than willing to help Woody escape kindergarten. When toys escape and return to Andy, Slinky wishes his old friend the best in college with Andy. In the end,
however, Woody and the gang have donated to Bonnie. Slinky's role in Toy Story 4 is small, so he has little interaction with Woody. However, he has shown that to give Woody a farewell hug in the end. Rex In Toy Story, Rex is shown annoy Woody trying to scare him. When Woody accidentally kicks Buzz out the
window, Rex doesn't want to join other toys accusing Woody of doing deliberately, mostly to avoid confrontation. After Woody goes missing, Rex begins to believe that Woody may be responsible for throwing Buzz out the window after all. When toys notice Woody who Buzz's hand, Rex begins to believe that Woody really
intended to eliminate Buzz. But he has shown he is full of guilt when he realizes that Woody was telling the truth, but relieved when Woody and Buzz arrive home safely. In Toy Story 2, Rex is shocked when Woody gets kidnapped and (somewhat reluctantly) agrees to help Buzz save Woody. When he catch up with
Woody, Rex is upset to hear that Woody doesn't want to return to Andy, but he'll be thrilled if Woody changes his mind. After a successful rescue mission, Rex is glad Woody's home. In Toy Story 3, Rex joins other toys trying to make Woody stay in Nursery - an application that Woody refuses, believing that Andy really
still love his toys, the faith not being share with others. When Woody returns, Rex will be happy to see him again. When the toys return to Andy's house, Rex joins the others, wishing Woody and college andy. However, Woody instead joins them all in being donated by Bonnie. Rex's role is relatively small in Toy Story 4,
which means his interaction with Woody is limited. Finally, Rex joins the gang hugging Woody when the latter decides to leave the gang lost toy. Mr. Potato Head Toy Story, Mr. Potato Head is very annoyed with Woody mostly because the latter has long been Andy's favorite toy. When Buzz arrives, Mr. Potato Head is
shown to compare Woody newer machine. When Woody accidentally pushes Buzz out the window, Mr. Potato Head accuses Woody of trying to kill Buzz and leading other toys to try and attack him, even though they can't do it because Andy arrives in the room. Later, Mr. Potato Head is shown to be somewhat delighted
when he hears Woody is missing and even prevents other toys from rescuing Woody when the latter is stuck in Buzz Sid's house. If Woody and Buzz don't escape, Mr. Potato Head will be terrified of his actions against Woody so trying to compensate by trying to help them. By the end of the film, Mr. Potato Head has
shown that it has become better. In Toy Story 2, Mr. Potato Head has changed his attitude to Woody. He has revealed that he is shocked when Woody is kidnapped and helps other toys find out who is responsible. Later, Mr. Potato Head joins Woody's rescue mission, further showing that his relationship with Woody is
now much better. During the trip, when other toys request rest, Buzz reminds them how Woody didn't give up when they threw him out of a moving van - Mr. Potato Head still regrets it despite Woody forgiving him. When the gang can't find Woody, Mr. Potato Head is shown to be upset that Woody wants to go to a
museum in Japan, though later becomes relieved when he hears Woody has changed his mind. Mr. Potato Head helps the gang successfully save Woody and, in the end, continues to be on good terms with him. In Toy Story 3, while still on good terms with Woody, Mr. Potato Head has shown that somewhat annoyed at
the latter for refusing to believe the givers are growing up in them. Mr. Potato Head is still trying to convince Woody to stay with the gang when they get to the nursery. However, Woody decides to return to Andy and travel to college with him, with many nerves from other toys, Mr. Potato Head proclaims that college is not
a place toy. When Woody returns to save his friends, Mr. Potato Head is overjoyed to see him and even apologize for not believing Andy still wanted them. Mr. Potato Head is helping Woody and the gang escape Andy and go back. Before Andy leaves, Mr. Potato Head wishes Woody well at university. But Woody
instead has himself and the gang donated to Bonnie. In Toy Story 4, Mr. Potato Head has a small role so there is little interaction with Woody. At first, Mr. Potato Head is shown to be concerned when Woody sneaks away from kindergarten with Bonnie. Finally, Mr. Potato Head joins the gang giving Woody a group hug
before Woody leaves, showing that he still has one good arrangement with Woody, despite once resenting him. The reception for Tom Hanks' voice performance by Sheriff Woody was positively received by film critics. Susan Wloszczyna of USA Today approved the selection of Hanks for the lead role of Woody. [8]
Kenneth Turan Los The Times reported that Tom Hanks brings priceless hefty and believable Woody. In June 2010, Entertainment Weekly named Woody one of the 100 biggest characters of the last 20 years. [10] Links ^ a b Gomez, Tim (August 2, 2009). Toy Story Lee Unkrich reveals Woody's last name. A movie mix.
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